Searching for scenes in movies is a time-consuming but cru cial task for film studies scholars, film professionals, and new media artists. In pilot interviews we have found that such users search for a wide variety of clips-e.g., actions, props, dialogue phrases, character performances, locationsand they return to particular scenes they have seen in the past. Today, these users find relevant clips by watching the entire movie, scrubbing the video timeline, or navigating via DVD chapter menus. Increasingly, users can also index films through transcripts-however, dialogue often lacks vi sual context, character names, and high level event descrip tions. We introduce SceneSkim, a tool for searching and browsing movies using synchronized captions, scripts and plot summaries. Our interface integrates information from such sources to allow expressive search at several levels of granularity: Captions provide access to accurate dialogue, scripts describe shot-by-shot actions and settings, and plot summaries contain high-level event descriptions. We propose new algorithms for finding word-level caption to script align ments, parsing text scripts, and aligning plot summaries to
INTRODUCTION
Searching for clips in film is a crucial task for film studies researchers, film professionals and media editors who ana lyze, share and remix video clips. For example, film stud ies researchers may search for clips containing a particular action, prop, character, or line of dialogue, in order to dis cover patterns in films. Film professionals find existing ex amples of settings, props, character performances, and action sequences in order to inspire new projects and communicate desired visual attributes (e.g. animation style, lighting, sets). Movie fans remix existing Hollywood movies and TV shows into "supercuts": montages of repeated elements from exist ing films such as words, phrases, or clich és.
However, searching and browsing within movies is a timeconsuming task. Consider a user who wishes to analyze the context and appearance of lightsabers, in the Star Wars movie series. If she knows the films already, she might try to nav igate to remembered scenes using DVD chapter menus, or by scrubbing through video timelines. Otherwise, she might have to simply watch all of the movies, taking notes whenever a lightsaber appears.
In practice, the practitioners we interviewed primarily search for clips using those same approaches. Some video viewing interfaces allow users to search and browse videos by text transcripts [3, 6, 15, 25] or caption files [10, 24] . Yet, these documents do not always contain contextual information (e.g. locations, props, actions, or names of characters speaking the dialogue) that may be relevant to these searches. In addition, it can be difficult to browse for a specific scene using tran scripts because they lack visual context. However, it is often easy to find related documents containing these other textual features: Movie scripts identify speakers and contain a written description of the dialogue, actions and settings for each scene. Online movie databases include user generated plot summaries that describe important moments, high level events (e.g. escapes), and character traits (e.g. a hostile character). We call these related datasets parallel doc uments. However, although they contain a wealth of contex tual information about the same underlying film, the data in parallel documents are generally not explicitly linked to each other. Nor are they directly linked to the corresponding clips in movies, even though the visual aspects of a scene can be critical to both creation and analysis of films.
The goal of our work is to help users search and browse movies more efficiently by jointly exploiting all of these data sources. To this end, we have developed SceneSkim, a sys tem that automatically aligns the captions, script and plot summary to the audio-visual content of a film. SceneSkim also aligns each parallel document to one another, enabling synchronized browsing of the captions, script and summary for easy access to details or context at any point in the film. SceneSkim leverages the structure of the related documents, allowing users to search over specific document features, such as lines by a particular character, or scene locations. Our im plementation introduces new techniques for aligning the sum mary to the script and the words in the captions to the audio visual content. In particular, we use unique terms to inform an ordered alignment between the summary and script, and we use caption timestamps to aid forced alignment between caption words and movie audio.
Returning to our lightsaber example, Figure 1 shows how SceneSkim lets our user easily discover the complete con text of lightsabers in the Star Wars films. First, the user types "lightsaber" into the search bar (A). The search results (C) reveal caption, script and summary sentences describing the appearances of lightsabers in chronological order within each film. The first entries reveal the main character's earliest en counter with a lightsaber, which they views in the video panel (F) by clicking on one such sentence. From there, the user can either browse through that scene by scrolling and clicking in the script (E), or navigate to dialogue about lightsabers with the captions (G), or continue to scroll in the search results (C) to other appearances of lightsabers.
We used the SceneSkim interface to answer queries (e.g. for character appearances, locations, dialogue, and actions) de scribed in existing film studies research [2, 9, 13, 41] . For instance, we were able to manually estimate total screen time of lightsabers across three Star Wars movies in about 20 min utes. In an informal evaluation with three film studies re searchers, the researchers were able to formulate and answer novel questions using our system. The users reported they would use such a tool for day-to-day tasks in research and teaching, and as an exploration tool. Users positively com mented on our system's usability and suggested new features.
DEFINITIONS
To allow users to search and browse movie using document text, we align movies to three parallel documents-scripts, captions, and summaries. Each parallel document provides a unique type of information, enriching searching and browsing capabilities. In this section we define background terminol ogy related to these documents.
A movie, once shot and edited, is comprised of a sequence of continuous videos (i.e. shots) that span several locations (i.e. settings), and a synchronized audio track (Figure 2A ). The audio track contains dialogue, music and sound effects.
Captions transcribe the dialogue, sound effects, and relevant musical cues in the movie ( Figure 2B ). Editors break the dialogue transcript into short caption phrases displayed on screen with the corresponding dialogue. A caption file con tains caption phrases and timestamps that link each caption phrase to the time the phrase is spoken in the movie.
A script, or screenplay, is a written description of the film that includes the dialogue, actions, and settings for each scene ( Figure 2C ). At the beginning of each scene, screenwrit ers typically provide a slug line which specifies the setting, whether the scene will be filmed outside (EXT.) or inside (INT.), and the time of day (e.g. day, night, morning). Ac tion lines describe character actions, camera movement, ap pearance, and other details. Often, writers use all caps to in troduce an object or character for the first time, whereas the rest of the action line is described using regular capitalization.
The dialogue proposes what each character will say. How ever, the planned dialogue in the script and the transcribed dialogue in the captions do not match exactly: Editors may remove lines or scenes from the final film, and actors may improvise dialogue. Thus, we refer to script dialogue lines as draft dialogue. The character name specifies which charac ter will speak the draft dialogue. Script writers also include parentheticals to clarify how the character will deliver the di alogue. In general we use the term script line to describe a contiguous block of text in the script that all shares the same label, bounded by text with different labels. Plot summaries give a high level overview of main events, character traits and locations in the movie ( Figure 2D ). Such plot summaries are typically written by viewers or critics. Plot summaries contain higher-level event descriptions than contained in the script -which describes scene by scene ac tions -or captions -which directly transcribe the movie di alogue. Unlike the captions and script, summaries leave out events that are not central to main plot lines.
RELATED WORK
We build on two main areas of prior work: video search and navigation tools, and algorithms for aligning videos with their related text documents.
Video Browsing, Search and Navigation
Several systems aim to facilitate video navigation and search by constructing visualizations of video frames, allowing users to click in that visualization to jump to the relevant point in a video [17, 5, 20] or enabling users to see more frames during scrubbing [28, 27] . These techniques all rely on the viewer to recognize visual features of the desired location in a film. In contrast, our method enables users to browse using text, which also surfaces information conveyed in the audio, scene descriptions, character names, and plot information.
A number of commercial video players (e.g., TED) feature a synchronized transcript. Berthouzoz et al. [6] and Informe dia [10] align a text transcript (or concatenated captions) to the video so that clicking on a word in the transcript navigates to the corresponding point in the video, while scrubbing the video highlights the corresponding part of the transcript. Un like our work, these methods do not align the original script or a plot summary to the film and therefore do not enable users to search over attributes such as character dialogue, action de scriptions, setting names, important events or high level event descriptions.
Many prior systems use domain-specific metadata to browse video -e.g., user interface events for software tutorials [26, 18, 11, 36] , sports statistics for athletic events [34, 29] , or computer vision and crowdsourcing approaches for informa tional lecture videos [19, 31, 19, 35, 21] , how-to videos [22] and movies [39, 38, 30] . DIVA [25] and Chronoviz [15] align video with time-coded metadata (e.g. user annotations, notes, subtitles) to support exploratory data analysis of raw multi media streams (e.g., for user studies). We develop new meth ods for browsing movie clips by aligning existing parallel text documents.
MovieBrowser [30] , VideoGrep [24] , and the system by Ron fard et al. [39, 38] address the problem of browsing for spe cific clips in movies. MovieBrowser uses computer vision and audio processing to predict action sequences, montages, and dialogue and displays clip classifications on the movie timeline. Although this work allows users to browse clips by clip type, it does not allow browsing by other aspects of clip content (e.g. dialogue, plot). VideoGrep is a command line tool allows users to search videos using timestamped cap tions in order to create supercuts. But captions contain about 10 words on average, whereas our system facilitates individ ual word-level indexing, and searching over plot and visual descriptions.
The system by Ronfard et al. [39, 38] is most similar to our work. It offers browsing and search capabilities for The Wiz ard of Oz using an exact shot-by-shot script synchronized to corresponding shots in the DVD. Shot-by-shot scripts de scribe each shot and transition in detail, but such shot-by-shot scripts are rare (we were only able to find one other shot-by shot script besides The Wizard of Oz). In addition, most films deviate from their source screenplays. We create a system that processes approximate scripts in a common format, and sur faces possible misalignments using confidence markers. Our system also allows users to search across multiple movies si multaneously, and uses the captions and summary along with the script to aid searching and browsing tasks.
Algorithms for aligning movie metadata
SceneSkim facilitates searching and browsing over aligned captions, scripts, and summaries. Informedia [10] finds a word-level alignment between captions and broadcast news video by concatenating the captions and aligning the resulting transcript captions to a speech-to-text transcript of the film (similar to Berthouzoz et al. [6] ). However, speech-to-text methods expect clean speech audio as input, and thus may fail when the audio track includes non-speech sounds character istic of movies, such as background music and sound effects. Instead we use the alignment method of Rubin et al. [40] to align caption phonemes to audio features directly, leveraging caption timestamps to remove extraneous non-speech noise.
Prior work also aligns scripts to movies and TV shows in order to identify characters [14, 37] and actions [8, 23, 12] in the video. We build on this work, using the edit distance technique first described by Everingham et al. [14] for align ing script dialogue to caption dialogue. Tapaswi et al. [44] and Zhu et al. [47] align movies to their original books, but we focus on aligning movie scripts to plot summaries. Tapaswi et al. [43] align plot synopses to the caption dia logue and identify character faces in TV episodes. We align plot synopses to scripts which contain information about lo cations, objects, and actions not mentioned in the caption di alogue. The prior work in this area develops algorithms pri marily for machine learning purposes, and does not build user interfaces for search and browsing that take advantage of such alignments.
CURRENT PRACTICE
To learn about current practices for searching and browsing in movies, we interviewed two individual film studies schol ars and a film studies research group, as well as two visual effects professionals. We also analyzed a corpus of 101 su percuts [4] .
Film studies researchers typically search to analyze sets of clips and find patterns. In particular, they search for specific actions, props, locations and characters in order to study au dio and visual attributes of the corresponding clips. These researchers often return to clips they have seen before for fur ther review. They identify text results of interest through Web search and then both watch and scrub through films to locate clips of interest. One researcher noted that it is easy to miss short events while scrubbing. The research group mentioned they would like to search dialogue by keyword (e.g. to ana lyze scenes where particular slang terms occurred), or by per forming characters (e.g. to study prominence and time given to a character).
Because film studies researchers frequently study visual at tributes of scenes, text-based search over scripts alone is in sufficient, but accessing film scenes through text search could be very helpful. For instance, one researcher wanted to study the body language of actors performing a common action. Another researcher wanted to study if communication tech nologies (e.g., cell phones) appeared as focal or peripheral in different films.
Film professionals search for locations and props in order to design new sets or create concept art. Such professionals also return to particular parts of films they have seen before. In addition, they search for character movements and dialogue to cast actors, create new characters, and inform the design of animations. Our interviewees reported that they search for clips on the Web, hoping that someone had uploaded a scene to YouTube or other video sharing sites. As a fallback, they search through their personal collections using DVD chapter menus. After locating clips of interest, they save the clip to review or send the clip to team members.
We also categorized supercuts published on supercut.org to infer the practices of media editors and remixers. We found that out of the first 101 supercuts (in alphabetical order by movie title), 60 were based on occurrences of some word, phrase or vocal noise. 28 were based on occurrences of some action, 5 were based on dialogue by a particular speaking character, and 4 were based on appearances of a given char acter.
To summarize, film studies researchers, visual effects profes sionals, and media editors all frequently search within films for clips matching a particular query, or browse to return to a particular scene in a movie. Specifically, users search for clips matching the following types of queries:
• Performances by a specific character or sets of charac ters (e.g. to closely study performance by character, or to watch main events containing the character) • Locations (e.g. city skyline, living room)
• Actions (e.g. playing video games, car chase) • Objects (e.g. cell phones, laptops)
• Words or phrases in dialogue (e.g. slang terms)
SCENESKIM INTERFACE
Motivated by these tasks, we developed the SceneSkim in terface to support searching for clips that match a query and browsing for specific clips within a movie. We acquired com plete caption, script and plot summary sets for 816 movies from existing corpora [45, 33] and by scraping the web (for more detail on this set, see Appendix A). We also purchased and loaded seven movies (Star Wars episodes 4-6, China town, Taxi Driver, The Descendants, and Pirates of the Car ribean: Curse of the Black Pearl) to demonstrate interactions. The interface supports searching and browsing this data set through two main components (Figure 1 ): the search pane and the movie pane.
Search pane
The search pane enables faceted search of movie clips through the keyword search bar, search filters, and search re sult view.
Keyword search: The keyword search bar allows users to specify keywords and concatenate them with the boolean ex pressions AND and OR. (Figure 1A ).
Search filters:
The search filters in the "Documents" dropdown menu ( Figure 1B ) allow users to restrict keyword searches to specific entity types. The user may select one or more entity types to search over ( year. We then sort results by entity type (e.g. caption, script dialogue, script location etc.) and then in chronological order.
Each result shows a text snippet with the search terms high lighted, the result type label, and a confidence bar. The color of the confidence bar shows the likelihood that clicking on a script or summary result will jump to the correct part of the film. Darker colors represent better alignments. When the user clicks a search result, the movie pane scrolls all docu ments to the corresponding sections and plays the movie from that point onwards.
Movie pane
The movie pane allows users to browse within a movie us ing synchronized documents (Figure 1) . From left to right, the movie pane displays the summary, script, and movie with captions below. We display the summary broken into sum mary sentences, the script broken into lines, and the captions broken into timestamped phrases. We align each document to all others, and by clicking on any document the user can view the corresponding sections in other documents. For example, clicking on a summary sentence will cause the captions and script to scroll and highlight the corresponding script lines and caption phrases. The movie will also play starting at the estimated start time for the summary sentence. Similarly, the documents scroll in synchrony and the movie plays when a user clicks on a script line or caption word. Figure 5 . To faciliate searching and browsing using synchronized doc uments, SceneSkim loads the movie, captions, scripts, and summaries from outside data sources then finds alignments between pairs of docu ments and the caption and the movie.
As in the search results, each script line and summary sen tence also includes a color bar at the right margin of the col umn, which is used to visualize the confidence of the match between document regions and the movie. For example, sec tions of the script omitted from the final movie will display a white bar indicating no match. Sections with high confidence matches will appear dark blue, and lighter blue bars indicate low match confidence.
ALGORITHMS
Our interface relies on several algorithms to let users search and browse movie clips using parallel documents ( Figure 5 ).
To allow users to access movie clips via caption words, we find a word-level alignment between the caption dialogue and the film. To support browsing the movie based on the script, we parse the script to identify the dialogue and then align the script dialogue to the caption dialogue. We facilitate brows ing the movie and script through high level events by aligning the script to the plot summary.
Caption to film word-level alignment
Captions consist of a sequence of transcribed phrases of dia logue, but are not always segmented or labelled by speakers. For instance, in Figure 2B the timestamp of the first caption spans lines for two characters: Jack asks "Will you be saving her?" and Mullroy answers "I can't swim." (Character names are shown in corresponding script lines in Figure 2C .) Thus, to enable users to search and view dialog lines uttered by indi vidual characters, we require a finer-grained synchronization than timestamped phrases. Our system therefore computes a word-level alignment between the captions and the movie.
Our system employs Rubin's implementation [40] of the Penn Phonetics Forced Alignment (P2FA) algorithm [46] to find a word-level alignment between speech audio and the cap tion text. P2FA first generates expected phonemes from the caption words, and perceptual linear prediction features from the audio. Then, P2FA computes an alignment between the phonemes and audio features using a Hidden Markov Model. However, this method alone does not work well for movies, because movies contain many non-speech soundslike sound effects and music-that falsely align to phonemes.
To overcome this limitation, we constrain alignment to audio containing speech using the caption timestamps. Although timestamps in caption files can be inaccurate, we use them only as approximate markers: Our system groups caption phrases with timestamps less than .25s apart (the approximate length of a spoken word), and then applies P2FA to align the words in the grouped caption text to the corresponding audio.
Caption-to-film alignment accuracy: We randomly sam pled 8 one minute sections from one of the movies in our dataset and created ground truth alignment for the 702 words included in the sampled sections. The start of each word de viates from ground truth by an average of 0.067s (σ = 0.28) compared to 1.1s (σ = 0.77) using caption time stamps alone.
Parsing Scripts
Authors format screenplays according to industry standards (Table 1) as detailed in the AMPAS screenplay formatting guide [1] . We exploit this standard to assign action, charac ter, slugline, dialogue, and parenthetical labels to each script line (Figure 2A) . However, the formats of the scripts in our dataset deviate from industry standards, because some scripts have been converted from the original PDFs into text docu ments by third parties, losing some of the original formatting in the process. Our parser relaxes standard requirements by using relative spacing between script elements to determine labels instead of exact margin size. In particular, we assume that the margins of character names are not equal to slugline margins, so that the parser can distinguish these attributes. We additionally assume that the dialogue has a different left margin than the action descriptions. We discard scripts that do not meet these relative spacing requirements.
The output of our parser is a label (e.g. character name, slugline, dialogue, parenthetical, or action) for each script line. The supplementary material contains a detailed description of our script parser.
Parser accuracy: We evaluated our parser by creating ground truth for a randomly selected set of 20 non-empty lines in the original text document from each of 20 movies. We find our parser assigns labels to the text lines with 95.7% accuracy. Most errors are due to our parser's reliance on spac ing to classify line type: In this evaluation, the parser mistak enly classified some dialogue lines as action lines in a script containing widely varying spacing for the dialogue lines and character names.
Script dialogue to caption dialogue alignment
Our system matches script dialogue lines to their correspond ing caption dialogue phrases in order to allow users to browse the captions and the movie using the script. These two doc uments do not match exactly-captions contain improvised lines not present in the script; and scenes described in scripts may have been cut from the final movie.
Following the method of Everingham et al. [14] , our sys tem finds an alignment between the script dialogue and cap tions documents using the Needleman-Wunsch (NW) algo rithm [32] . NW allows for insertions and deletions, which account for most differences between scripts and captions. Our system uses NW to find the highest scoring alignment between the sequence of all script dialogue words and the se quence of all caption dialogue words, where a matching pair counts for 1 point, and any mismatching pair, insertion, or deletion counts for −1 point.
Our interface then uses this alignment to play back dialogue at a line level. When users click on a script dialogue line, the system plays caption lines where one or more words aligned with words in the script line. For instance if a user clicks "Aren't you going to save her?" in the script (Figure 2C ), the system would play the caption line "Will you be saving her" (Figure 2B ) because the words "you" and "her" match.
Dialogue-to-caption alignment accuracy: To evaluate how well the script dialogue and caption dialogue align in our dataset, we counted the number of caption phrases which had at least one matching word with a script line for 13 randomly selected films, and found an average of 81% (σ = 9) of cap tion lines had a matching script line.
To help users navigate around parts of the script that do not match to the final film, our interface includes a confidence bar displaying measures of correspondence. We set the corre spondence score by calculating α for each script line and cap tion phrase match. Then, we set the opacity of the dark blue confidence bar between 0 (for α = 0) and 1 (for α >= 0.5).
Summary sentence to script alignment
To align the summary to the script our system first splits the summary into sentences using the NLTK sentence tok enizer [7] . Then, the system produces overlapping windows of script lines of length K, which we set to 14 based on alignment accuracy with a small training set. Next, the sys tem finds an ordered alignment between script windows and summary sentences maximizing the TF-IDF [42] similarity of matched pairs.
TF-IDF is a similarity measure used in data mining to com pare two documents in the same corpus. In that context, each document is represented as a vector in which each element is the frequency of a term in that document, divided by the fre quency of the same term in the corpus as a whole. The simi larity between two documents is then computed as the cosine distance between the corresponding vectors. In our context, the TF-IDF for a script window is a vector in which each ele ment is the frequency of a term in that script window, divided by the frequency of the same term in the entire summary and script. The TF-IDF vector for a summary sentence is a vec tor of elements in which, for each term, the term frequency in the sentence is divided by the term frequency in the entire summary and script. N script windows (w 1 , w 2 , .., w N ) , and M sum mary sentences (s 1 , s 2 , .., s M ) our system finds the TF-IDF vector for each script window and summary sentence. The system constructs matrix T where T i,j is the cosine similar ity between the TF-IDF vector for s i and the TF-IDF vector for w j . To find an ordered alignment between summary sen tences and script windows, our system again uses use Needleman Wunsch, setting the cost, C i,j , of matching any pair to T i,j − mean(T ) and the cost of skipping a summary sentence or script window to −0.1. We chose −0.1 to balance between allowing insertions/deletions and allowing matches with low TF-IDF scores. In particular, we prefer an insertion or dele tion over a match if the match score is less than the mean TF IDF score minus 0.1. Our TF-IDF-based summary alignment algorithm works better for movies that contain many distinct objects, actions, characters, and location terms for different parts of the movie (i.e. action-driven movies), than for movies that focus on character development (i.e. character-driven movies).
Thus, for all
Summary-to-script alignment accuracy: To evaluate the summary sentence algorithm we created ground truth summary-to-script alignments for four movies randomly se lected for the most popular genres in our dataset (e.g. drama, action, comedy, romance). For the movies King Kong, Code of Silence, American Graffiti and Punch Drunk Love we find that the algorithm's predicted alignment matches at least one ground truth line 82%, 83%, 75% and 57% of the time re spectively. In practice, this summary alignment aids users in locating specific clips in the movie by navigating to a nearby region within a long movie. After using the summary align ment to get close to the location of interest, users can then use finer-grained script or caption navigation to find the de sired clip.
SEARCHING AND BROWSING WITH SCENESKIM
We used SceneSkim to conduct each type of query mentioned in our interviews with film studies researchers and film pro fessionals. In order to identify realistic queries that might arise in the course of their work, we retrieved specific ex amples from existing film studies literature about the orig inal Star Wars trilogy: Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope, Star Wars Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back, and Star Wars Episode VI: Return of the Jedi. We instrumented our system to record interaction statistics and completion time while per forming each task (Table 2) .
Searching for characters:
The essay The Empire Strikes Back: Deeper and Darker [9] makes the claim that the char acter Darth Vader becomes more menacing in Episode V than he was in Episode IV. To explore this hypothesis, we searched for "Vader" in the summary across both films. We clicked through the summary search results in Episode IV to view corresponding important events where Vader occurs. One summary result describes Vader dueling with another char acter. Clicking on this sentence navigates into the vicinity of the duel. We refine navigation by clicking on an explanation of the duel in the script. Another summary result describes Vader spiraling away in a spaceship. When we click this re sult, we see Vader spiraling away in a spaceship while yelling "What??" Comparing the results from both movies, Episode V depicts Vader in darker lighting with a louder wheezing noise, suggesting that Vader is portrayed in a more menacing fashion in Episode V.
Searching for objects:
In Your Father's Lightsaber [41] , Wetman notes that the screen time devoted to the "lightsaber," a futuristic weapon, increases throughout the first trilogy. To investigate this hypothesis, we searched for "lightsaber" in script actions, summary, captions and script dialogue across all three movies. Using search results from all three documents, we located all instances of lightsabers in the movie, watched the corresponding clips, and timed the amount of screentime during which lightsabers appeared on screen. We found that scenes with lightsabers did increase through the three movies with 157s of screen time in Episode IV, 217s of screen time in Episode V and 258s in Episode VI.
Searching for dialogue: Stoicism in the Stars [13] uses 22 quotes from the first trilogy throughout the essay. We were able to locate and watch all 22 quotes using our system. We found the quotes by searching for quote terms in captions and browsing within the captions and scripts when multiple quotes were close to one another.
In the Star Wars Episodes 4-6 Guide: Themes, Motifs, and Symbols [2] , the author notes that Luke's costumes change from white in Episode IV, to grey in Episode V, to black in Episode VI. Searching for Luke's appearances in summary quickly reveals this transition and several other variations of Luke's costumes (e.g., a pilot suit, a brown cloak, a Storm Troopers suit and a tan jacket). Brode and Deyneka [9] describe Hoth, Dagobah, and Cloud City in detail arguing that these locations represent the phases of Luke's journey in Episode V. We quickly locate and confirm these descrip tions by searching script locations for "Hoth", "Dagobah" and "Cloud City". Based on Stephen's essay on stoicism [13] which suggests Jedi's encourage patience while the Dark Side encourages anger, we compare uses of the terms "patience" and "anger" in captions across the first trilogy to find that characters associated with the "dark side" explicitly encour age anger 3 times while Jedis discourage it 3 times (both encourage patience). Kaufman's essay [9] suggests that the robot character R2D2 shows affection towards other char acters. To examine how R2D2 conveys affection without speech, we search for "R2D2 AND beeps" in script actions to find that the robot character shows emotions by beeping in a wide variety of pitches, tones, and durations. Finally, ac cording to Gordon's [9] observation that there are "red lights flashing in the background whenever [Han] Solo and Leia confront each other" we search "Han AND Leia" in scenes finding flashing red lights do not occur during at least 4 con versations between Han and Leia.
INFORMAL EVALUATION
We conducted an informal evaluation with three film studies researchers in order to get feedback about how SceneSkim might support their work. We recruited the film studies re searchers by e-mailing all film studies graduate students at Berkeley. After an initial 12-minute tutorial, we posed four concrete search tasks. In a subsequent exploratory section, Table 2 . We instrumented our interface to record interactions while answering queries. "Search result clicks" refers to the origin document for search results we clicked in the search pane, while "document clicks" refers to clicks within the movie pane. While answering queries, we typically first clicked a search result from the summary, script, or captions then used the script or captions for fine grained navigation around that location. On average, we watched 5 minutes and 9 seconds of video for each query and spent a total of 6 minutes and 17 seconds completing the task.
users formulated their own questions and answered them us ing our system. The concluding interview gathered qualita tive feedback about the system. Our search tasks focused on questions about characters, cos tumes, relationships, and settings in the original Star Wars trilogy. For example, we asked: Given that Chewbacca doesn't speak English, how does the film use growls to con vey relationships between Chewbacca and other characters? Supplementary materials list the complete set of questions. Users successfully answered all the questions in the tasks sec tion using our system in 1-3 searches per question.
In the exploratory section, U1, U2, and U3 used our system to answer new questions. We invited users to use all movies in our system, including the majority of the corpus that included only parallel documents, without the source videos. All three users chose movies with source video. U1 asked in which circumstances the sentence "Are you talking to me?" occurs in Taxi Driver. She searched for the words "you talking to me" over script dialogue and captions only. She found that only the main character uses this phrase, and that it only oc curs in the captions and never in the script, suggesting that the actor either improvised the phrase, or it was added in a later script draft. Because the line did not occur in the script, U1 watched the clip for each caption line to definitively identify the speaker each time.
U2 wanted to know if Jack Sparrow's eccentric body move ments in Pirates of the Caribbean were explicitly written into the screenplay, and if so, how they were described. She searched for "Jack" in scenes to retrieve all scenes in which the character occurs, watched the scenes to find where Jack makes these movements, then read the script corresponding to those scenes. She did not see a consistent description of these movements in the script, which suggests that they are most likely the actor's invention. U3 wanted to know how Tarkin dies in the first Star Wars trilogy. He searched for "Tarkin" in script characters to find all of Tarkin's lines and navigated to Tarkin's last speaking line. Then, he navigated beyond this using the script to the next time Tarkin appeared in an action description. He clicked on the action description to view Tarkin in a space station shortly before the space station explodes. U1, U2, and U3 expressed strong interest in using the tool in the future. U1 explained "[the system] is just really useful.
[...] I feel like I would use this a lot, for research, for teaching and for looking at scenes." U3 mentioned "if I had the tool open in front of a class room, it would be an incredible teach ing tool. [...] You would be able to respond to student's ques tions, suggestions and requests on the fly." All three users inquired about plans for releasing the tool and commented positively on its usability.
Users found that each of the different search and browsing features successfully supported particular tasks. Summaries were useful for navigating familiar movies, e.g. for revisit ing clips repeatedly. Our users also mentioned uses we had not considered: U1 explained that having captions and script aligned to the movie facilitates pulling quotes for research es says from both documents. U2 explained that having all of the parallel documents aligned to each other encouraged new ideas: "I like that the four types of information are available simultaneously [...] So there are moments of discovery that I don't think I would come across if I was just picking any one of these to look at at a time."
Participants also suggested several other areas for improve ment: U2 noted that captions are mostly useful for refining sections found in the script, but less useful in isolation. All three users requested the ability to bookmark scenes to play back later. U1 and U2 also suggested showing some visual izations of aggregate statistics to inspire new questions and searches. For instance, U1 recommended showing a preview of all locations or characters in a movie could be helpful, whereas U2 wanted a list of frequently used verbs. U1 and U2 found the confidence bars helpful when deciding which results to click on, and U2 suggested filtering out results with low certainty.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our current implementation of SceneSkim has both technical and practical limitations.
Availability of scripts and movies: The availability of scripts currently restricts which movies we can search over in SceneSkim, though we found informally that scripts are increasingly available for new movies. Captions and sum maries are more readily available for both older and newer movies. In the future, movie library search may become available through sites like Netflix, which already have a paid usage model, or through micropayment schemes. In fact, video players like Amazon's TV X-Ray 1 already show meta data such as actor names on demand. In the present, individ uals will have to load their own collections into our system.
Summary to script alignment: Our informal evaluation sug gests that the alignment of summary sentences to script sec tions is useful high-level navigation, but the technique could be improved substantially. First, our approach does not yet support re-orderings of scenes between script and final movie, which can occur during editing. Summaries can also present events in a slightly different order than the source film, espe cially when the film contains scenes in which two or more narrative strands are interleaved. In addition, our method does not support a summary sentence that should match mul tiple non-contiguous script sections. Finally, our manuallyconstructed ground truth alignments are time-consuming to create (about 1 hour for every 20 summary sentences). Given a larger corpus of ground truth data, we could consider using a machine learning approach for summary alignment instead.
Adding new types of meta data: Some film studies re searchers study shot length, lighting, set design, and shot types in order to analyze patterns in videos. Future work could employ computer vision techniques to detect visual at tributes to allow users to search over more types of metadata. For example, users could study how a director used a partic ular shot type to convey a certain concepts by searching for that shot type in all movies by that director.
Adding more visualization capabilities: Currently, we visu alize search results by displaying a text snippet and the result type. This visualization supports the tasks outlined in early interviews. However, our interface may reveal more patterns if we added visualizations for frequency of search results over different facets, such as time within the movie, genre, release date, writer, or director.
Adding bookmarks and correcting mistakes: In the infor mal evaluation, several users pointed out that they would like support for bookmarking, categorizing, and taking notes on video clips in order to keep track of many clips for research or teaching. Future work could add capabilities to support these common user tasks. In addition, since the algorithms do not achieve 100% accuracy, we hope to add tools within the system to correct algorithmic mistakes.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we present SceneSkim, a new interface for searching and browsing videos through aligned captions, scripts, and summaries. Our system allows us to quickly search and browse clips in order to answer queries drawn from from existing film studies analysis. In the informal eval uation, three film studies researchers answered new questions using our tool, and enthusiastically stated they would use this tool for their work.
